
Mathematics Learning Continuum for Measure - Key Stage 1 

M3a  M3b Y2 

 Order using direct comparison 
 Begin to find objects heavier or lighter than 

a specified weight 
 Begin to measure and record weight 
 Order capacity using direct comparison  
 Begin to measure and record capacity 
 Begin to measure and record length and 

height 
 Begin to find objects longer/ shorter than a 

specified length 
 To  recognise and know the value of different 

denominations of coins and notes 
 Begin to order events/activities in the day 
 Can recognise o’clock 

 Find objects heavier/lighter than a kilogram 
 Use appropriate standard units to estimate and 

measure weight 
 Find objects containing more/less than a litre 
 Use appropriate standard units to estimate and 

measure capacity 
 Finds objects longer/ shorter than a metre 
 Choose and use appropriate standard units to 

estimate and measure length/height 
 To  combine amounts to make a particular value 
 To find different combinations of coins that equal 

the same amounts of money 
 Order the days of the week 
 Order the months of the year 
 Can read an analogue clock, recognising o’clock 

and half hour 
 Draw the hands on a clock face to show o’clock 

and half past times 
 

 Use standard units to estimate and measure 
 Use rulers, scales, thermometers and measuring 

vessels to record measurements 
 Compare and order measurements using symbols ≥ 

, ≤ and = 
 Solve simple money problems 
 Tell and write the time to 5 minutes, including 

quarter past and quarter to the hour 
 Draw the hands on a clock to show the time to the 

nearest 5 minutes, quarter past and quarter to 
 Compare and sequence intervals of time 
 Know the number of minutes in an hour 
 Know the number of hours in a day 
 Recognise and use symbols for pounds (£) and 

pence (p) 
 Solve simple money problems in a practical context 
 Use addition and subtraction to find totals and 

calculate change when using money 

 

 compare     heavier than     ligher than    kilogram     gram      weight       litre       millilitre        centimetre        millimetre        metre         longer than      

shorter than      higher than     taller than      pounds      pence       more than        less than        combine       cost       value      equal        same       total amount        

change         difference     altogether       timeline       o’clock        half past        quarter to       quarter past         minutes         hours        clock         analogue        

digital        hands        long hand       short hand       clockwise        days of the week      months of the year       capacity       volume        sequence         

 

       


